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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY




STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
This is a study to discover the interests of fourth grade children
and to seek the relationship between interest and economic background,
between interest and sex and between interest and intelligence*
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
Teachers should know about the interests of their pupils. How to
discover them is the question. Hildreth^ stated that "Successful adjust-
ment of elementary school pupils requires that teachers and advisers have
adequate knowledge of the individual pupil’s activities and interests in
his home and school life.”
The purpose of this study is to present one method of discovering
pupil interest, a method which will not take too much of the classroom
teacher's time* The student will then attempt to discuss interest in
relation to economic background, sex and intelligence*
Hildreth^ stated her belief that the best way to determine children*
interests is by observing their activities during free play* Since it is





Bureau of Publications, (New Yorkj Teachers College, Columbia
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impossible for the teacher to observe the activity of every child for twenty"
four hours, the next best method of reporting, in the student's opinion,
is the interest inventory. Witty^, however, reminded us that caution must
bo observed in accepting the child's report of an interest as a reliable
indicator.
Bamberger^ stated.
Children are interested in various and sundry things. From whence
are these interests derived? Where and how do they go from those?
It is hi^ily essential for school people to know what these established
interests are, and to use such established preferences as a starting
point but never necessarily as a goal.
Therefore, by giving well worked out interest inventories to the
pupils, the teacher has a good beginning in knowing her individual children.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
The wise teacher will want to know as much about the children in
her class room as she possibly can.
Witty, in discussing the emphasis on children's interests, said
that "Children frequently engage voluntarily and with enthusiasm in activi-
ties that have great educational potentialities." He further stated that
knowledge of these interests is necessary to the teacher Tfdio tries to insure
the association of class-room skills with real life demands.





Florence E. Bamberger, "The Correct Evaluation of Children's Inter-
ests," The Elementary English Review
,
8:106, May, 1931.
^itty, op. cit., p. 399.
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It is also necessary to try to inspire the children to have the ri^t
kind of interests* Witty^ observed that "Impoverished and meager interests
characterize many children in the elementary school and they appear on a
correspondingly low level during adolescence*"
2Neumeyer and Neumeyer wrote:
One of the great needs in the future will not be to earn a living
but to live a life; therefore, the schools must teach the children the
profitable use of leisure* Therefore, education (or the curricula)
should be so designed as to arouse interests and latent talents and
train in skills so that one can develop a hobby, an avocation, or con-
tinue to pursue knowledge of interests so that one can use his extra
hours*
3McKown said that the pupil has mental, physical, social, spiritual,
emotional, vocational and avocational potentialities which must be dis-
covered, developed and organized if a well-into grated personality is to
result*
4
Rogers asserted, "Therefore schools must train growing boys and
girls for the proper use of leisure which they will have when they become
adults."
It is therefore significant for teachers to find out what the inter-
ests are* The existing interests may not bo good but perhaps the teacher
^Witty, op * clt *, p* 401*
2
Martin H* Neumeyer and Esther S* Neumeyer, Leisure and Education
(New York: A. S* Barnes and Company, 1936), p* 90*
®Harry C* McKown, Activities in the Elementary School (New York:
McGraw-ilill Book Company, Inc*, 1938, p* 12*
^James E* Rogers, "Avocational Education for the New Day," School
and Society
,
37: 795, June 24, 1933*
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will lead the children into having better ones* The interests disoovered
by means of an interest inventory might not be absolutely accurate but
some information of value will be revealed*
Interests can be utilized by the teacher for motivation in intro-
ducing activities in school but as Witty^ stated, "Teachers must recognize
that many interests are transitory or actually unworthy of extension and
hence need redirection or replacement*"
Segel asserted that the pupils of the elementary school have not
had a chance to develop special interests because they have not experienced
them and have no knowledge of many of them* However Segel concluded that,
"Since interest and achievement are closely related, interest may be used
as an indicator of possible achievement or capacity in those areas where
direct evidence is lacking*"
He agreed with Witty in that he continued to say, "Too much faith
should not be put in interest analyses at this school level because changes
in the interests of young children can easily occur*"
Sheldon after giving an interest test in 1930 -31 to children in
grades four to ei^t inclusive in ei^t Arizona communities, concluded that
studies of this sort are only valuable in so far as the teachers use them
^Witty, op * cit *, p* 399*
2
David Segel, "The Child’s Capacities, Interests and Achievements,"
The National Elementary Principal - Nineteenth Yearbook, 19|279, July,
1940*
^Donald R* Sheldon, "Children’s Interests," Elementary School
Journal, 33t214, November, 1932*
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to further the aims of education. However, he said, ”Some actual knowledge
of the child's interest is essential in order that we may better understand
the child."
According to Rothneyj^
Among the values which have been attributed to interest inventory
results are their value (1) in educational and vocational guidance;
(2) in sectioning interest and social groups; (3) in giving individual
assignments suited to individual interests; (4) in assisting the adjust-
ment of problem children."
Witty and Kopel, in discussing the interest inventory noted that
the number and kind of play activities in which participation is reported
may be a rough index to a child's sociability and to his general maturity
•Z
level in this worthy related material. The authors continued by saying
that interests can be of value even thou^ they might not be permanent*
4We mi^t conclude this portion by agreeing with Bingiham, who has
aptly saidt
Interests can be explored and inventoried* They can also be at
least roughly measured either directly or indirectly* We usually want
to do what we like to do; and we like to do what interests us* Since
people tend to find the keenest satisfaction in those activities ^ich
challenge their sustained attention, there is abundant reason for can-
vassing their interests systematically and for helping them to arrive
at a clear picture of their affective tendencies*
^J* W. M. Rothney, "Interests of Public Secondary-School Boys,"
Journal of Education, 28 t 582, November, 1937*
2
Paul Witty and David Kopel, "The Interest Inventory in Directing
Children's Reading," Education
, 59:13, September, 1938*
^Ibid *, p. 14*
Svalter Van Dyke Bingjtiam, Aptitudes and Aptitude Testing (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1937), p. 61*
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7also wrote that -when a perton'8 interests are measured, his
attention is thereby drawa to new possible fields of activity which he mi^t
otherwise overlook*
If such a study as this doesn't have any other value, at least it
will give the teacher a rather clear picture of the types of interest as
well as enthusiasBis which children of a certain age or grade level ax*e apt
to have*
Outline of the study*
In Chapter II, pertinent background material on interests is pre-
sented* The chapter opens with a discussion of the definition of interest*
Chapter III discusses the method of discovering pupil interest by
means of the interest inventory*
Chapter IV describes the data collected from this study*
Chapter V summarizes the contents of the thesis and contains the
conclusions drawn from it. A few paragraphs are devoted to evaluating such
a study as this and its limitations*
A bibliography follows*
The appendix contains a sample of inventory nxanber one and the sources
used in preparing the revised inventory*
Immediately following are definitions of the tens interest and the
material on related studies*
Ibid*, p* 17*
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It is the purpose of this chapter to define interests, to give a
brief history of the measurement of interests, to discuss interest and
environment, with a brief comment on interest and behavior immediately
follo?dng, interest and sex and interest and intelligence. A few conclud-
ing remarks close the chapter. While there seems to be much material on
interests, the need for further research is necessary.
Tlfhat is an interest? Bingham^ defined interest in the following
manner: ”An interest is a tendency to become absorbed in an experience and
to continue it."
2
The Dictionary of Education gave the following definition of
interest: "l) A subjective-objective attitude, concern or condition in-
volving a percept or an idea in attention and a combination of intellectual
and feeling consciousness, may be temporary or permanent, based on native
curiosity, conditioned by experience."
3Rothney said this of interest:
It would be difficult to get a definition of the word ’interest’ that
would be satisfactory to any large group of educators; yet it would be
equally hard to get any discussion of educational practices in which
•interest’ was not considered.
^Walter Bingham, Aptitudes and Aptitude Testing (New York: Harper
and Brothers, 1937), p. 62.
^Carter V. Good, Dictionary of Education (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., 1945), p. 223.
®J. W. M. Rothney, "Interests of Public Secondary-School Boys,"
The Journal of Education, 28:561, November, 1937.
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Sheviakov and Friedberg^ stated that interests reflect certain basic
aims and desires. Interests become the index of emotional tendencies and
of the organization of the personality of the individual* Liking and dis-
liking, acceptance and rejection of activities become expressions of the
drives and goals within the person, indicating how the individual performs
in handling them*
Dewey^ gave his definition by saying that*
Genuine interest is the accompaniment of the identification through
action, of the self with some object or idea, because of the necessity
of that object or idea for the maintenance of a self-initiated activity*
He further stated that* "Interest is not some one thing; it is a
name for the fact that a course of action, an occupation, or pursuit absorbs
the powers of an individual in a thorou^-going way*"
He also continued to say that genuine interest must have a combina-
tion of two things* Materietl, subject-matter and the right conditions are
necessary and certain tendencies, habits and powers are required on the
part of self*
Background material on interests * According to Fryer,^ the measure-
I
ment of interests is not more than twenty-nine years old (1920)*
^G. V. Sheviakov and Jean Friedberg, "Use of Interest Inventories
for Personality Study," The Journal of Educational Research, 33*694, May,
1940*
^John Dewey, Interest and Effort in Education (Boston* Houston




^Douglas Fryer, The Measurement of Interests (New York* Henry Holt
euad Company, Inc., 1931)
,
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Fryer^ stated in his review of the early thinking on the subject of
interests, that the importance of interests in mental life was not recog-
nised by early educators or industrialists* Again he reviewed the thinking
of the later educators, such as Fryer, G. Stanley Hall, and others. These
began to realize that a child is an individual with a ri^t to be interested
in his activities*
2Fryer reported that the idea of predicting future interests from
present ones, implying a hi^ degree of permanence, has been over-empha-
sized*
Investigations of play interests were the earliest studies made,
said Fryer. These began at the turning of the century with the question-
naire method being used. A printed list of amusements was presented early*
Children were also asked to check their favorite games from an extensive
list of activities*
A
Davis and Taylor made a survey of about one hundred fifty investiga-
tions on interests, limiting it to objective studies* They found that the
greater nvnnber of such investigations were published since 1935* Reading,
play, movie, and radio interests, hobbies and collecting, academic and




^Robert A. Davis and Hazel E. Taylor, "Significance of Research on
Interests for the Classroom Teacher," Educational Administration and Super-
vision, 29*367-364, September, 1943»
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Previous related studies :- Interest and Environment . Woody, in
her study of the play activities of children in two schools with contrasting
environment drew the following conclusions
i
1* The similarities in play of the children in these two schools
were greater than their differences.
2. A difference in the family life of one school was reflected in
the preference for card and table games. In this school of children from
a higher economic level, adults and children often played together, the
children trying to attain adult foms of behavior early in life.
3. The low economic level at the other school left children to their
own play activities, traditional foms of play being fostered. They were
not open to change of pattern.
4. The activities preferred by both schools was a comparatively
short list.
5. There was a significant difference in the after school activities
of the children of the two schools.
Some implications from Davis’ and Taylor’s survey of interest inves-
tigations have bearing here. They stated:
1. ’’The types of play vary with the physical environment and the
opportunities for them."
2. "The effect of environment and training has perhaps reduced sex
differences in all types of sports."
^Grace Woody, "Similarities and Differences in the Play Activities of




^Davis and Taylor, op. cit
. ,
p» 362-363.
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Lazar^ fotmd in her study of reading interests that the bright group
had better environmental opporttonities than either the average or dull group
and that the average group had better opportunities than the dull group*
She noted a significant relationship between the socio'-economic ratings and
the reading material in the home*
Interest and behavior * The student has not attempted to seek the
relationship betrreen interest and behavior in this study* An interesting
p
summarization of Hardy’s findings on the study of the out-of-school activi-
ties of well-adjusted and poorly adjusted elementary school pupils said:
However, there was no indication that the well-adjusted representa-
tives were either mojre or less versatile in their play interests; more
or less proficient on the playground; nor, that they participated either
more or less extensively in forms of organized activities than their
less satisfactorily adjusted classmates*
•Z
It might be well to observe with Witty and Kopel that there is a
need for a wise selection of interests since unwholesome and undesirable
ones are often selected* Teachers should, therefore, try to guide the
children into more worthwhile activities*
4Boynton said in concluding his studyt
Apparently it is time for psychologists and educators to stop im-
posing adult-made schemes upon children, and to recognize that each child
is a separate, distinct functioning unit, who to be understood must be
studied as an individual sample of a real or artificial social gi*oup*
^May Lazar, "The Reading Interests, Activities and Opportunities of
Bright, Average, and Dull Children," Teachers College Record , 39*153,
November, 1937*
2
Martha Crumpton Hardy, "The Out-of-School Activities of Well-
Adjusted and Poorly Adjusted Elementary School Pupils, "The Journal of
Educational Psychology, 26*457, September, 1935*




Paul L. Boynton, "The Wishes of Elementary School Children,"
Peabody Journal of Education
,
13*174, January, 1936*
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Interest and sex « Witty and Kopel^ analyzed the results of 900
childi^n, (kindergarten to grade ei^t)
,
selected at random from a school
population of 3,400 in Evanston, Illinois. The results were obtained by
the Witty and Kopel Diagnostic Child Study Record, Fom VI, Pupil Report
of Interests and Activities.
2They observed that children of all ages play out doors after school.
Almost equal nximbers of boys in the various grades did chores, read, and
practiced on a musical instrument. The girls reported practicing more often
than doing chores and reading. The radio was of the utmost importance in
the evening with boys beyond the first grade and reading was second. The
girls showed similar preferences in some grades but in other grades the
ranks of the two activities were reversed. Attendance at the movies on
Saturday was reported by both boys and girls in all grades above the second,
with outdoor play ranking second to the movies in these grades. Going to
the movies was reported the greatest ntimber of times by third and fourth
grade boys. Sunday School occupied first rank in all grades, with church
attendance ranking second in grades four to ei^t. Play ranked hi^ for
both sexes at all grade levels. Playing cowboy was best liked by boys in
the first four grades and interest in G-rnien, cops and robbers received the
most votes in grade four. Boys in grades one to four enjoyed playing
imaginative games. With the fourth grade, the trend of play began to be
^Paul Witty and David Kopel, "Studies of the Activities and Prefer-
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toward a more organized type of athletic game, such as basketball and foot-
ball* Movies were well liked by all girls, the larger number of votes
being reported in grades six to eight. Girls in grades one to five enjoyed
dressing in older folk’s clothing* Skating was first choice in athletic
interest* Other activities, with the exception of dancing, were sedentary
in type*
The student noted from Holtorf’s^ study that more girls than boys
attended church and Sunday School* Boys lost interest in Sunday School
before girls did* However, less than 50 per cent of the girls were still
going to Sunday School after the eighth grade*
Holtorf’s study emalyzed the play activities of 1,671 cases in
Detroit schools, grades three B through twelve A* The student was inter-
ested in her statement that play activities have the shortest grade spans
and the majority reach their highest participation by grede four* The
social instinct appeared to be stronger in girls than in boys*
In regard to sports, Holtorf remarked that probably boxing and
handball, participated in by great numbers of elementary and intermediate
boys, have a different meaning for the third and fourth grade boy than for
the ninth grade boy*
^Evelyn E. Holtorf, ”l/lihat Pupils Do After School," The Nation’s
Schools, 30tl5, September, 1942*
^Ibld*, p. 16*
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Interest and intelligence * Davis and Taylor^ noted some other
implications from their survey which have significance here*
They are as follows *-
1* "The nature and extent of interest varies with the degree of
intelligence*"
2* "Group differences with respect to intelligence, sex, race,
grade, however are relatively unimportant in comparison to person to
person differences*"
2Witty and Lehman made am intensive study in January, 1926, of a
small group of fifty children with intelligence quotients of one hundred
forty or above, (Stamford Revision of Binet-Simon Test Rating.) Forty-two
of these children were from grades three to seven of the public schools of
Kansas City, Missouri, and the other eight from neig)iboring towns* Each
gifted child was paired with a mentally average child, (Intelligence
quotients 90-110) * A study had been made by the writers nine months earlier,
with the results of the two studies corroborating each other*
The two writers found that the differences between the play
activities of gifted girls and average girls and the play activities of
gifted boys and average boys were insignificant as the differences were
small*
Robert A* Davis and Hazel E* Taylor, "Significance of Research
on Interests for the Classroom Teacher," Educational Administration and
Supervision, 29:359-360, September, 1943*
2paul A* Witty and Harvey C* Lehman, "The Play Behaviour of Fifty
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They^ also found that the two groups of widely varying intelligence
quotients, when considered as a -whole, did not differ in the nximber of play
activities in which they participated. However, the individual differences
were conspicuous, A significant difference did appear to exist be-tween the
two groups in the kind of aoti-vitiea in which they engaged*
2Witty and Lehman further reported that reading books was the
acti-vity best liked by both boys and girls of the gifted group. When read-
ing was eliminated, there was little difference between the groups in re-
gard to best-liked activities. The gifted children had other interests too*
2The -fcwo writers later wrote that the gifted children were found to
be more solitary in their play than the average children and that the gifted
group tended to avoid certain types of active, physical play,
4Boynton and Ford, in a similar study of over a thousand fifth grade
children, located in several city Emd parish schools of Louisiana, made an
analysis of the play activities of the relatively bright said the relatively
dull children. They concluded the following!
1, The average bright children were found to spend about forty-five
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2. There was no significant difference in the time spent by either
group in physical play.
3. The average bri^t children spent more time in mental recreation
than did the average dull children, the difference being about an hour a day
4. No assumption could be made that knowledge of an individual's
intelligence would enable one to predict either the kind or arao^int of play
of the individual or the reverse.
Boynton^ conducted another study in which he sought the relationship
between intelligence and hobby participations. This study involved 4,779
sixth grade boys and girls from 258 schools located in thirty-one states*
He stated that some hobbies are participated in more often by
children of high intelligence than other hobbies j that there are pronounced
sex differences in the intelligence-hobby relationship; that when both sexes
are considered together, the hobbies of collecting, the playing of musical
instruments and reading history, science and biography are most often par-
ticipated in by those of hi^er intelligence; that no single hobby is checked
consistently by children of lower than average intelligence; that very
superior children have a greater variety of and engage in certain kinds of
hobbies more often than do very inferior ones; that the child without a
hobby is more apt to be a child of lower than average intelligence than is
the child with hobbies, this being true particularly of girls*
^Paul L. Boynton, "Relationship between Children's Tested Intel-
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Lewis and McGehee^ made an intensive study on the comparison of the
interests of mentally superior and retarded children. They studied a total
of 45,000 children (grades four to eight) in 456 schools of 310 commvinities
in thirty-six states. The top 10 per cent and the lowest 10 per cent in
intelligence were determined by the Kuhlmann-Anderson Test*
Teachers were asked to check the extra-curricular activities of each
child on a list of ten such activities and also to designate which hobbies
each child had from a list of twenty-one hobbies*
Some of the findings of these investigators were:
1. Over twice as many superior children played musical instruments
than retarded children. Superior economic background migjit have accounted
for some of this*
2. Children of superior mental ability had more reading interests.
Dramatics, religious activities, studying, scouting, campfire, club activi-
ties and collecting appeared to appeal more to these children.
3. Those in the lower intelligence group were superior to those in
the hi^er intelligence group only in housework, as in the case of the girls,
and working (in stores or on the farm), as in the case of the boys*
4. It was hi^ly significant to note that over twelve times as many
mentally retarded children as gifted children appeared to have no hobby*
6. The mentally superior children participated to only a slightly
greater degree in social activities*
^W. Drayton Lewis and William McGehee, ”A Comparison of the Interests
of Mentally Superior and Retarded Children,” School and Society, 62:697-600,
December 7, 1940*
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These writers felt justified in thinking that the schools were fail-
ing in their duty to superior children in that these children were not being
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METHOD AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE INTEREST INTENTORT

CHAPTER III
METHOD AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE INTEREST INTENTORY
An explanation of any measuring instrument is necessary so that the
results migjit be understood. The construction of the interest inventory
is given in this chapter*
The writer has been interested in the topic of children's interests '
on fourth grade level since 1946* when a course was taken with Dr* W*
Linwood Chase in Quincy* The student was then introduced to Dean Durrell's^
Interest Inventory and it became a challenge. At that time an inventory
was attempted by the student in an effort to determine idiat the interests
of her particular class were* One hundred seven items were listed in the
test and the forty children of the class were asked to mark each item with
an L for like, D for dislike, and I for indifferent* This was just a record
of preference, not distinguishing between the actual activities in which
the children participated and those preferred by them* Three questions were
asked at the end of the inventory:- UBiat clubs do you belong to? ??hat do
you intend to do for a living? Do you attend Sunday School?
The results of this first attempt were useful for individual help in
the class, but are not significant for this study* No further mention need
be made*
A second inventory was constructed in 1949* This shall be referred
to as Interest Inventory, Number One* Since this problem was not original
^Donald D* Durrell, Baprovement of Basic Reading Abilities (New York:
World Book Company, 1940), p* 105*
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with the student, other interest inventories were consulted. The list of
sources for the final revision is in the Appendix (Appendix B)
.
A list of 302 items was arranged under the proper group headings.
The items were then written down in random order. The group headings were
omitted. The children could check the activities in #iich they took part
daily, at least once a week, in season, and at least once a month. Their
interest in the activities was to be checked either in the like column,
indifferent or dislike columns. Twenty-nine children from this student?
s
class were given the check list on February 11, 1949. It was fotmd that it
took about an hour for the children to adequately check each item. It was
necessary to read a few of the items for certain children. Some of the
items were discussed, as to meaning. A sample of the inventory can be found
in the Appendix (Appendix A).
Results :- The coltnnn marked *In Season* did not show any significance.
It was decided to omit this column in the revised inventory, for the seasona]
aspects of the activities were obvious. The column marked *At least once a
month* did not have any more than seven children marking any of the 302
items. This colxsnn was to be left out of the revised version also.
The responses to the 302 items were checked next. It was decided to
shorten the inventory somewhat for the instrument seemed too long and cum-
bersome.
The following items were left out, as they did not appear to have
much significance for fourth grade children. Some of the items, such as
going to bed, eating, etc., activities necessary to a person*s existence,
did not have to be considered for participation or preference checking.
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i
abttobadd ul/ii' eaoa^ **jiJ -.-•id^tewi «*nwuXoo ooiHeib *xo d'^frral'iibrTi
di tpri* bfis*o1 aow .1>6X ,fX o tf^lL rfood© add aoYjhs aaa*^ 3«ieXo
^ «Mf dl •I’ni'l Hr>ao 'jCo'^'^r vX^^^iiLpac c c>d a^'ibilt^o otH ’fol -luori cu* dwc’^a afood
aiid if' aaoS .aarxbf/do -.I'affnao to'i 8 4«-^i ©rid lo wel a baan od’ ^.aesoopa
bojyoT nrf flpo aXqieae od aa .bas'^tfoalb ©law aaradi
'
.(a xXhiaOiqA) xibxrocqA add oi
.porurUdajiB xna wuna toil bid 'joiao: ijoiiArr ticLi/Xoo or”'’ - : idXv/eaA
Xanoepaa f»rfd to’I
,
{'icdnaviil 1 aaxva** arloi rl faiifXoo fiiitd dli*o od batloab en^ dl
a ao«o da/taX dA’ iiUJior) tu;. .auotrtfo irttvr s**idlrifca orfd 1to adoacas
SOG dffd lo '^aa acrtbUt.o uwac oartd *no« xoa avArf duff bib *. t^rioiB
«08l>* ucifT./v ba^iart arid to c^i/o d'lt>X od od saw osuXor 'IriT . - i&di
ed babi&ob ait* btoioerio arew . 'di SOS '*rid >>d Boarro; /«e*i arij
- //o boo ,;joX cod bacraoe drt*5'nndaci arid nol d/.vriwawoa ^odnawfri irid aodnoria
. fsaioincri
r. ^ od i.sa-.- it ait Yf rtx ca ,di/a d'^aX oystw anadi ^aiwcflot a/fT i
Pd rfpUL ,jtiiM»ai rt/ d io H,r.. « eYblirio et ’I5 riJti/ot nol conao'itifl^l » riou*
.j -aad»>ixe .1
3
cJ 'c^JiASb-icfU scijtf 'ldoA , . oda .'^ffiJ'aa ,oari cd ^liiog
(
. Tialjttioro ouuwi'^t yto to cciJ4\qxold*t^q Tol botablaaod ad od evjiri doa tib
Therefore, it was thought best to leave these out in the revised copy.
1. Going to bed
2. Collecting charms
3. Weaving
4. Playing in an orchestra
5. Statuary
6. Crocheting





12. Making science experiments
13. Go after washing
14. Taking care of baby
15. Club parties
16. Arranging furniture




21. Reading books about scientists
22. Golf
23. Basketry
24. Pussy wants a comer





30 . Sweep floor
31. Pack limch
32. Night work
33. Mow golf course
34. Making or using a wireless, or other electrical apparatus
36.
Work in people’s houses
36. Do odd jobs







44. Repairing mechanical things
46
Playing in a band
46. Getting up
47. Work at grocery store
48 . Sewing
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50. Coasting with wagon
51. Carve






58. Reading about people in other countries
It did not seem necessary to consider the actual data from Inventory
Number One since it was just given to one class. A discussion of this will
be omitted in the chapter on analysis of data.
Construction of Interest Inventory Number Two ;-* Four columns were









and Never wei^ chosen
to head the four colximns. Interest in the activities or preference for the
activities was again to be checked by either Like
.
Indifferent or Dislike .
Rothney^ stated that:
There is little evidence on i^ich to base a decision, but best
results have been obtained by use of the LID response scheme. The
Strong Vocational Interest Blank is probably the best interest test so
far developed. The LID response is used in it.
In the final revision, the nxanber of items was reduced to 244. They
were arranged in eighteen groups, but with the group headings omitted. It
was felt that such a heading as ’Ahti-social activities* would influence the
children in their checking of the list. In discussing this with the adviser,
it was decided to have the items arranged by groups rather than in a random
order, thus facilitating the tabulation.
^J . W. M. Rothney, "Interests of Public Secondary-School Boys,"
Journal of Education, 28:568, November, 1937.
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The group headings and the nvtmber of items under each are as follows
j
I. Sports - 14 items
II. Riding - 7 items
III. Hobbies - 19 items
IV. Outdoor Play - 41 items
V. Indoor Play - 26 items
VI. Community Activities - 5 items
VII. Listening Activities - 11 items
VIII. Church - 4 items
DC. Collections - 12 items
X. Trips and Visits - 8 items
XI. Creative Activities - 7 items
XII. Anti-social Activities - 6 items
XIII. Nature - 7 items
XIV. School - 6 items
XV. Social Relationships - 10 items
XVI. Reading - 21 items
XVII. Miscellaneous - 10 items
XVIII. After School Activities and Home Activities - 31 items
Total - 244 items
A sa.nple of the Interest Inventory Number Two follows
7
- 3jciMS »II
61 - seM'/oH .TII
ar/ed-i 'toob&uij ,’,T
BTod’i 6S - itoobnl .V
etne&l 3 - x^lowfljaoO .IV
aned'l II - a*idivi^oA ^^jciaed^cla .IIV
need! - Ho-imlO ."IIV
airie^I Si - B^icxd^ooXIoO .XI
ntLO&t 8 - cd’icIV btiM eqi^T
Bon^l 7 - aoldIrldoA > TxdijfcTO .IX
a/.pcfi 8 - aoIyJvidoA laioo»-id^0 / .IIX
Si^pdl V - *ni»V*K .Illx
arx.cfl 8 - loorfog
Bno;;i Cl - aqfi*ancIleI«A lainoC
aa#;tl IS - gclLucfl
arWl 01 - auc'^ialfposi^
aaaj-i 15 - aci+i^ictoA ©fcoU b/X4i saltlTldoA loorioS
aunk^t - iad’oT
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Description of population*- The final tests were to be given to
about 300 fourth grade children in Quincy* It was decided to select three
fourth grades with children from a hi^er economic background, three with
children from an average economic background and three from a lower economic
background. It was not possible to find out the exact socio-economic back-
ground of each fourth grade. However, discussions with the Superintendent
of Schools in Q;uincy and the principals of the schools involved, helped the
student to select the population for the three groups.
It was hoped to get a least one htmdred children for each economic
level but because of absence, lack of information about intelligence quo-
tients, etc., the total number of cases was 263 fourth grade children.
The number of boys and girls in each of the given economic groups is
given in Chapter IV.
The intelligence quotients as determined by the Otis Alpha Teat
ranged from 78 to 144 for the total number of cases.
The chronological ages used were the October, 1948, ages. These
ages ranged from 6 - 9 to 12 - 0 within the fourth grade.
Evaluation*- The interest items were evaluated on the following
bases*-
1* Participation in and preference for interests in relation to
economic backgrovuad.
2. Participation in and preference for interests in relation to sex.
3. Participation for grouped interests in relation to sex.
4. Comparison of activities by participation versus preference.
5. Participation in and preference for interests in relation to
intelligence.
0& ®<j‘ t'tw Qo'-is&d- Ijsd'i o/il “taoi^^Iurjoq *1:0 aoi;tqi'ipr.oC
oeiifzf do«'Xo2 oit behireb c«w &1 .voni»JSp nt^bllrio eba*t§ rfi'ni/o’i OCC :tuo(SM
ti&tfi , bfiixc-i^iofid oiotoojcoe leri^LH n mot'i ntnLLiiio d:Sln e^bun;} /f^nuc*^
i
oxsioiicte *:onoX a .uc^'l ^e-ttW- btui btujQrt%i.cJid cir.oiioo<» ©^.iB-ieva cca acn'l tttrtbUdo
.
oijnoocDf.-oiuo:i d^oiMco trfo bcil iXdJsaoq ton hnv tl . l^cst<Jn^^:ioJo<i
»tit ritlw aacieupoklt ,'x©ver'ToK . /fetnud rio.io *to bmtct
'i
tdt te-qXo/f .bevlovoi eXocrioc orU- lo aXnijX onitc, srtt Lrua ^ «.X«of^''8 ‘io ’
• 'icuc’X^ oAndt Aiit nol /loid/ilaqoq itli tfs^Ies ocf rf^nebtrd^n-
'





-op oon*siIXe:^r(i ^uod« cci+ajrto'lfli to -IomL ,onn«8cffl to esuBvod CeToI
.aonblX/fo ri:Haot 5?S cop.*o to Ixtot odi ,.odo .edooxi’-
gi n^ucn^ c.l’socoo© a^rig Oi'Cd to dors oi altls bnji g^o<f to ipd/tiro i>flT
.*1 lOdqadD nX nerij
^
J-eo? ariqXA eXcK) wd.t Tfd bpnluno^ob nxs vtcr^l&o.’p ooftogi XXodai OiTT
.QOttAo to lecfcxa tot f^X SV ncnt beigr-rt
1
ogOfPT .00?* , t«»rfodoCi new Lf<t'J ^.e^r XaoljoXoflcririo exfX
^
.‘‘Hot? /^liot edt atrJiyr 0 - SI od ® - o uiont bf^art £.7347
qnjhrcXXot no bod^ot'JAvo ertaw 3 .odl dane;#^at rrfT TcXdauXxr/g
-teea^id
od af itmltri fii cdawto^nl not connclnq brj> ni oitn • t
. bto;engi04^5 ujbeorooe
i/’ i;toXci fli (•cten '»ot M* nl acitaqioid^a^ .S
.x-ii: ot aoiinien ni becotn^ not nrJ:v-*nqiol^<rt[ .K
.eoconotnq- cimoT ncldi.'<;Iobt*i4'( '<0 aui.'^lwi^oB tc coai^aqutO .
o* CToid»I^ 'll ntR nBtcl not toon5tHn.j iflis nl rcid JqioiXn at .t
.ooaogiXXn'nl .
Administration of the Interest Inventory>» The interest inventory
was administered by the teacher of each fourth grade to her class during the
month of March, 1949* It was difficult to control the time for the com-
pleting of the inventory because of this fact. The time element depended
some-vdiat on the kind of class too.
A sample of the directions for the teacher is given here:-
This is a study to discover the interests of fourth grade children.
It is important for any teacher to know the interests in the children’s
home and school life. However, time is an important element too, and a
busy teacher does not have enough of it to personally interview each child.
Therefore, the writer has attempted to devise this check list of interests
which should not consxnne too much of the teacher’s time.
DIEECTIONS
Please have the children fill in name, grade, school and date only .
Read the directions with them. It is necessary to explain that mere liking
of an interest does not make it an interest. Yiie want to know if the child
has actually participated in it. If not, then, the column Never should be
checked. Some of the items are seasonal, such as Swimming
,
and should be
carefully considered. If participation in the summer is daily or once a
week, etc., the column should be checked.
Any explanation on the part of the teacher which will further aid the
children to give an accurate picture of themselves is helpful.
On page 5, (begizming Playing with dolls) the word Listening was not
typed in. The items following are listening activities and continue on
page 6. On page 6, the word collecting has been written in, as this was not
typed in either.
Perhaps, if the teacher read each item, it might go faster, while
the pupils checked. However, this depends on the class.
IyCioc’-nt'TiU exfi - ;yf e Jdh lo m^Jitan^Uls^A
;
«i« i6ri o;^ rf.+Tw'i rio^e lo
-xo/Zc jo^ ^cf beTt^xfaxniurf^fl 6«w
I
-AJOO ^J1C^ tol arid- lottnoo q& ^Xx/oillib asw d-T . Cbei .ricic'^ lo i.^xJua:
bafaii K.ob ;tner:<.i« aaii- o^fT .^r.4l airf.t Ic onmoacT ^lO^^uavni ox-;i lo giricJ-oin
• oo*' lo r*o;t- itc
.•^.# rt«roc^ s.
acvtji ai -roffoae^ tni& tol anci&'untb ufit lo olcjouw A
.nv^bLlAo cbsn^ itHi/cl lo n;^a<rta;tri ari# rarooRib vi 4 al airfT
B’a»-ibIfrio ni »/« y»>oiiu oJ- irdn^^^oc^ ^oi ai fX0 b^ ,ocjf xr« ai aci^ »v«4uK .
-liX XooHoe bA« turoA
^1/do
1
^®*“' ^liAaos-req o:t ;ti lo ovan ^oa aaob 'ienoor..+ vny'^
lo ^aiX jTm io oeiv^-b oi balocni.-J* aari ‘l•^X'm of<.+
..ncla^ftfn'
. rf;f 8’totf*''4rt axfi Ic oci ooiieooo .ton blucrta Avin-r
a;,o:7oaKiii
^ Xoori-.?. ,obn,v ni UXl xioibl/ho »dt ava/ljSui^X -luai xrXaXvxf. in*««^^ca aX . - .,d:t /fx^Xn wici^-ovtXb a/t bx»o-i
n
c.^ li «o:of olf.*
. nj, c r xi^ ,'ox? aaoD Xaono.*nx aa lo
bc'i.iuXcX-^Ci vXJUiT^oa ir^rf
tXoo/f* bf. .Xpirr^ na I'f'Uj ,.‘tacai»8 ana aa»;fi r-ifcf .c aw,?,
.ttcfoano
a aoao no xXi«r) nj nar.„a« orf, - uirf^ilr f^aq II
.
oon «bi ajioo ’cXi^.wno
• ba^oofl j<X bloorie p.'t'J >0 f rtt ,.o^© ,>'oaN
bla narl^nx^l XXXw rialifi* nn-nar.-^ obi' lo /'.i, firir uo f:c/;XaiiaX<,x8 ^aA
«XJl^X^XJ pi ••rXt'e(a8d;f lo vnttXoiq »>iani;sra i'4» avig c& :irxbIIdo
icfl aaw yrlaaieiJ incar eKd (^XXob xt^iw vix^X<l .v^irr.isad) ,.,4. nO
4.>r !I^
’
•«* ertfl ^aiiroXXol atojfi *.W? .oi bo-- v
r: auw eirfd sa orddinw Md sax: vutot/Xoo bncw e/t^ ,5 <-ij, oO .6 £>7:.rq
.narfa-Ia iii b«c-v;>
aiixisr
.nodaal orx JnpJjti c*i onflt; fcjirt n rfraed- nrti
.-^acna'i
; ;aXo . rtr uo abr.a^ab af d
. ravewo; .jia Doifo oX^^ir^j add'
A copy of the interest inventory was given to each child. The pupils
filled in the blank spaces for their name, grade, school and date* Later,
a number was assigned to each name, so that 'tiie cases are known only by
nxunber*
The investigator was given permission to get the information on
chronological ages, mental ages and intelligence quotients from the files
of the schools*
After the headings were filled out by the children, their attention
was called to the directions at the top of the first page. They were to
read each item carefully. They were to check one of the first four columns
(Daily, At least once a week. Sometimes or Never) for each item* They were
also to check one of the last three columns (Like, Indifferent, or Dislike)
for each item*
All the items in all the interest inventories were tabulated by the
student*
Summary:- An analysis of why this particular problem was chosen has
been given in this chapter. The construction of inventories has been ex-
plained. A description of the population and the bases of evaluation were
next presented* The administration of the inventory was also briefly men-
tioned. Certain variables were beyond the control of the investigator since
it was impossible for the student to give the inventory to each grade her-
self, with the exception of her own room.
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In this chapter the following data are considered:
1. The participation and preference of each pupil for each item
in the interest inventory in relation to economic background and sex.
2. The twenty most popular activities and the twenty least popular
activities of the three economic groups, as judged by participation and
preference.
3. The totals of the eighteen interest groups and the most popular
activity of each group, as judged by participation.
4. The twenty most popular activities, as judged by participation,
compared with preference and the twenty least popular activities, as judged
by participation, compared with preference.
5. A comparison of participation of boys with boys of hi^er and
lower intelligence quotients in relation to economic background and age,
and a comparison of girls with girls of higher and lower intelligence
quotients in relation to economic background and age.
Any nviraber of other kinds of conclusions mi^t be drawn from the
eunount of data in this type of study.
The numbers of boys and girls in each of the three economic groups
is given next.
A^Aa *^0 carraA^rA
zbtn<'lyLKixco ^siiiwoIXo* •xf;^ it^qAilo nl.'tf £tl
csfidl iitsBa lol X±<itiq dzj/)t lo ^ouer^v'iq has aoii«qicl^ni*q oriT -I
.Xi»« ba£ i>nvt.n%io«d oi;<:of;oo« o.t aot&f'iHn at -47 oJfrt^vai erid ni
•xji!uc<Hi \ia9irf m .' baa Tslv ^oq :teo£:
fc/ jj Le^bi-l aa , nt. zois oxffon< od batri:t i»rf;t lo s»t:ti/lJv9
. fcOKfei »‘itnq
TflluqCvj ^«c«i eat baa &vir*9Jas aatt^tt^la orii lo at^do^ t»f(T
.avl;tr)qioli*f.aq '^cf ea
,
\u0x2 lo x^Xvi; 06
,
-otd' ; -J o2>i»q \'i LoT.bi'ih ah , zot^t'TiS^'A ‘lalax^oii ^atm oaT .A
fce-ji'ot sfl . ti.Iifqo<, d“«e«l x^aoii;t i»fli bnm bOftwol-rTc xiifw bftraqx.co
. eoa*?^ alert q riji^r Jirrc^(30o ,noi^«qit>ld^ac x'J
brM Tsrv in Ic nved riXiw n^od lo aO'lda‘itoi;HaQ lo aoeif- tco ^ .^.
.•j» ' t’lui liTiJcnjacAd ns .oticoa aoi^faten tfl »dnaX;tojjp o^^«;^IIIod^i toaol
ei?>no i£j'>^f,? iJ(: • *Tf*xttlc lo alnl^ liita aixl lo ncbiTaqaoo a bcia
. 7,iJ t«4 bniicn.’f^ira • oinf'no&a 07 at a:tni^iiovp
ufii aoa't ctijtib oii ;txtQJLnt ncoiaoronoc t 1 afanii noddo lo •iad>,4tfx 'jf'-*''-
• to 2iitj al cvefa lo ^truiocjB




Hi^er Economic Average Economic Low Economic
Backgrotmd Background Backgroxmd
Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls Total
A 10 14 24 D 17 22 39 G 16 12 28
B 16 16 32 E 11 16 26 H 15 17 32
C 15 U 26 F 11 11 I 11 11
Totals 41 41 82 41 54 96 44 42 86
Total boys - 126
Total girls - 137
Total number of cases - 263
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In arriving at conclnslore
,
the participations and preferences of
the 244 items for each of the 263 pupils were tabulated. The first two
columns of the interest inventory, (Daily, and At least once a week) were
combined under the title of Most popular activities
,
as judged by stated
participation . The next two columns of the interest inventory (Sometimes
and Never) were combined under the title of Least popular activities
,
as
judged by stated participation .
The column marked Like was placed under the title of Most popular
activities
,
as judged by stated preference and the column marked Dislike




Master charts of the least popular activities, as judged by stated
participation and stated preference, are not included in this study.
Each of the 263 pupils had a number. These numbers were placed
under the proper titles beside each item on the tabulation sheet. The
number of times each item was chocked by the cases was then counted and a
per cent for each was figured.
The master chart of the most popular activities of fourth grade
children, as judged by stated participation in each of the three economic
groups, follows*
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TABLE II
THE TWENTY f/OST POPULAR ACTIVITIES, AS JUDGED BY STATED PARTICIPATION,
OF THE THREE ECONOMIC GROUPS
FOURTH GRADE BOYS
Hi^er Eoonomio Average Economic Lower Economic
Background Background Background
Boys B(^s B^s
Items % Items > Items %
1 •Reading funnies 73.2 1.Going to Sunday 1 .Listening to the 75.0
2 .Swimming 68.3 School 80.5 radio
3 .Baseball 68.3 2 .Reading funnies 78.0 2.Going to Sunday
4*Listening to 3 .Listening to the School 72.7
radio 68.3 radio 75.6 3. Reading funnies 61.4
6.Drawing 68.3 4.U8ing a hammer. 4. Riding in a car 59.1
6.Visiting the saw, nails, etc. 5.Drawing 69.1
beach 63.4 for fun 75.6 6*Running 59.1
7. Running 63.4 5. Running 75.6 7.Listening to
8.Listening to 6.Drawing 73.2 comedians 59.1
mystery stories 61 .0 7 .Studying 73.2 8 .Swimming 56.8
9. Going to Sunday 8.Climbing trees 70.7 9 .Baseball 54.6
School 61.0 9.Snowball fi^ts 70.7 10 .Visiting the
10 .Riding in a car 58.5 10. Riding a bicycle 68.3 beach 52.3
Il.Tag 56.1 Il.Tag 65.9 11.Listening to
12.Studying 66.1 12 .Helping mother 65.9 stories 50.0
13. Riding a bicycle 53.7 13 .Swimming 63.4 12. Going to church
14 .Playing cowboys 53.7 14 .Baseball 63.4 or synagogue 50.0
Ib.Listening to 15.Listening to 13.Helping mother 50.0
stories 53.7 murder stories 63.4 14.Studying 50.0
16 .Listening to 16.Listening to 15.Cub Scouts 47.7
murder stories 51.2 mystery stories 61.0 16. Going to the
17 .Listening to 17 .Listening to movies 47.7
reports of stories 61.0 17 .Listening to
sporting events 51.2 18 .Reading jokes 61.0 reports of
18.Listening to 19.Going to the sporting evaits 45.5
comedians 61.2 movies 58.5 18 .Listening to
19. Going to church 20.Ruxming errands 58.5 murder stories 45.6
or synagogue 61.2 19 .Listening to
20. Going to the mystery stories 45.5
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Table II was derived from Master Chart I. The column marked Boys
in each of Idae three economic groups was checked to discover the twenty
activities or interests that had the higjiest per cent of boys participating.
It can be noted that reading the funnies is hi^ in each of the three
groups. Swimming and baseball are not quite as higji in the lower economic
group as in the other two groups. Listening to the radio has the greatest
number of boys in the average group with the lower economic group just
about as hi^. Drawing is the most popular hobby in the average economic
group with almost as many participating in the higgler economic group.
Going to Sunday School has the greatest nvunber in the average economic group
It might be concluded that in all activities the average group has the
hipest per cents of children participating. Listening activities have
replaced reading activities in the lower economic group as well as in the
other two gi*oup8.
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THE TWENTY MOST POPULAR ACTIVITIES, AS JUDGED BY STATED PARTICIPATION,
OF THE THREE ECONOMIC GROUPS
FOURTH GRADE GIRLS
Higher Economic Average Economic Lovrer Economic
Backgroimd Background Background
Girls Girls Girls
Items % Items % Items %
1.Going to Sunday- 1.Going to Sunday 1.Listening to
School 80.5 School 92.6 the radio 81.0
2 .Swimming 75.6 2 .Drawing 77.8 2.Going to
3 .Reading funnies 75.6 3.Listening to the Sxuaday School 78.0
4 .Drawing 73.2 radio 74.1 3. Reading the
S.Visiting the 4.Helping mo-bher 70.4 funnies 73.8
beach 73.2 5.Studying 70.4 4.Drawing 71.4
6 .Riding in a car 70.7 6. Roller Skating 68.5 5.Swimming 61.9
7 .Listening to 7.Reading funnies 66.7 6.Listening to
comedians 68.3 8.Putting away comedians 59.5
8 . Running 65.9 playthings 66.7 7.Listening to
9.Tag 65.9 9.Setting table 64.9 music 59.5
10. Reading news- 10. Riding in a car 64.9 8. Riding in a
papers 61.0 11.Tag 64.9 car 57.1
11.Setting table 61.0 12. Running 63.0 9.Listening to
12 .Listening to 13.Playing with murder stories54.8
sto ries 61.0 dolls 63.0 10 .Listening to
IS.Visiting friends 58.5 14 .Washing dishes 63.0 sto ries 54.8
14 .Helping mo"the r 58.5 15.Hide and seek 59.3 11. Running errands54.8
15.Brownies 56.1 16.Dancing 59.3 12.S-tudying 52.4
16.Playing with 17. Running errands 59.3 13. Running 52.4
dolls 56.1 18.Listening to 14 .Listening to
17.Running errands 56.1 music 57.4 mystery stories 47.6
18.Paper dolls 56.1 19.Riding a bicysle 57.4 15.Helping mother 47.6
19 .Jumping rope 56.1 20 .Jumping rope 55.6 16.Setting table 47.6
20. Reading 17. Reading news-
magazines 56.1 papers 47.6
18.Visiting fWads 45.2
19. Going to the
movies 45.2
20. Going shopping 45.2
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Table III was derived from Master Chart I. The column marked Girls
in each of the three economic groups was checked to discover the twenty
activities or interests that had the hipest per cent of girls participating.
With the girls, going to Sunday School enjoys a hi^ rank; swimming
is popular with the higher and lower groups only; reading the funnies has
the greatest numbers in the higher and lower groups; drawing is the most
popular hobby in all groups. Over half of the girls in the higher economic
group read newspapers and magazines. No reading other than funnies is
enjoyed in the average group, leading newspapers is enjoyed by less than
half of the girls in the lower economic group. Listening activities are
not quite as popular with the girls, except in the lower economic group
where listening to the radio is the most popular activity*
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TABLE IV
THE TTOINTY MOST POPULAR ACTIVITIES, AS JUDGED BY STATED PARTICIPATION,
OF THE THREE ECONOMIC GROUPS
FOURTH GRADE BOYS AND GIRLS
Higher Economic Average Economic Lower Economic
Background Background Background
Total Total Total

















11 .Visiting friends 53.7

































































1 .Listening to the 77.9
radio

















13 .Helping mother 48.8







19. Riding a bicycle 41.9
20 .Washing dishes 41.9
43.9
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Table IV was derived from Master Chart I* The column marked Total
in each of the three economic groups was checked to discover the twenty
^ activities or interests that had the hipest per cent of boys and girls
participating.
It is noted that reading the f\innies is very popular with boys and
girls in all three groups, no other reading being listed except the reading
of newspapers in the hi^er economic group. Swimming enjoys the greatest
popularity in the higjier economic group. Going to Sunday School has the
greatest number of boys and girls participating in the average group.
Drawing is definitely the most popular hobby, especially in the hi^er and
average economic groups. Listening activities are hipest in the lower
economic group. Running and tag seem to be the most popular outdoor plays.
The highest per cent of children have bicycles to ride in the average
economic group. Studying has the same number of children in the higher
and lower groups, with the greatest number being in the average group.
Card games are listed in the higher and average economic groups. "What
seemed surprising was that going to the movies was not as popular as the
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POPULAR ACTIVITIES, AS JUDGED BY STATED PARTICIPATION,









Items % Items % Items %
1.Playing nurse 0 1.Paper dolls 0 1. Riding in a
2 .Collecting dolls 0 2 .Knitting 0 soap box 0
3.Arranging a 3.Jumping rope 2.4 2. Riding in an
bulletin board 0 4.London bridge 2.4 airplane 0
4.Paper dolls 2.4 6.Playing with S.Paper dolls 0
5.Playing with dolls 2.4 4.Knitting 0
dolls 2.4 6.Jacks 4.9 5.Dressing in older
6.Playing school 2.4 7.Playing nurse 4.9 folks' cloth-
7.Playing house 2.4 8.Playing house 4.9 ing 0
8.Playing Sunday 9.Collecting dolls 4.9 6.Playing house 0
School 2.4 10 Jlopscotch 7.3 7.Playing Sunday
9. Riding a pony 4.9 11.Playing Sunday School 0
10. Riding in an School 7.3 8 .Playing fire
airplane 4.9 12 .Collecting engine (hook
11 .Hopscotch 4.9 flowers 7.3 and ladder) 0
12 .Mud pies 4.9 13.Quoits 9.9 9 .Collecting ddls 0
13.Flying kites 4.9 14 .Pinching little 10.Collecting
14.Singing games 4.9 things like knick knacks 0
IS.Visiting flower apples ,candy 9.8 11.Collecting
shows .food. 16. Riding in an house pictures 0
poultry, auto airplane 9.8 12. Going to the
shows, etc. 4.9 16 .Dressing in zoo 0
16.Taking part in older folks' IS.Writing stories 0
plays 4.9 clothing 9.9 14.Writing poems 0
17. Raising rabbits 4.9 17 .Mud pies 12.2 15.Sneaking into
18 .Quoits 7.3 18.Chemistry 12.2 places where
19.Rolling a hoop 7.3 19 .Walking on admission is
20 .Playing fire stilts 12.2 charged 0
engine (hook 20 .Playing School 12.2 16.Bumming rides 0
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Table V was derived from Master Chart I. The column marked Boys
in each of the three economic groups was checked to discover the twenty
activities or interests that had the lowest per cent of boys participating*
Such activities as playing nurse, collecting paper dolls and playing
with dolls and paper dolls, knitting, playing school, playing Sunday School,
and playing house are not popular with fourth grade boys* Riding a pony,
or in an airplane are not popular in any group probably because of economic
reasons *
The lower economic group has the greatest nvmber of activities in
udiich there is no participation by any fourth grade boy*
9» ie:
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POPULAR ACTIVITIES, AS JUDGED BY STATED PARTICIPATION
OF THE THREE ECONCMIC GROUPS
FOURTH GRADE GIRLS
Hi^er Economic Average Economic Lower Economic
Background Background Background
Girls Girls Girls
Items % Items % Items %
1 •Hunting 0 1 .Bumming rides 1.9 1 .Hunting 0
2 •Boxing 0 2.Hunting 3.7 2 .Hockey 0
3 •Hockey 0 3 .Boxing 3.7 3 .Making wooden
4 •Riding in a 4 .Quoits 3.7 things like
soap box 0 S.Pinching little dogjhouses 0
5^ Riding in an things like 4 .Making airpleme
airplane 0 apples, candy 3.7 models 0
6 •Making wooden 6 .Catching snakes 3.7 B.Quolts 0
things like 7. Riding in an 6.Archery 0
do^ouses 0 airplane 5.6 7 .Canoeing 0
7*Making airplane 8 .Throwing stones 5.6 8.Playing Indians 0
models 0 9 .Watching insects 5.6 9.Throwing stones 0
B^Socoer 0 10 .Fishing 5.6 10 .Mud pies 0
9 •Archery 0 11 .Riding in a 11 .Playing with
10 •Visiting flower soap box 7.4 bows and arrows 0
shows* food. 12 .Playing with 12 .Building a dam 0
poultry, auto bows and arrows 7.4 13.Collecting
shows, etc! 0 13.Collecting insects 0
11 •Sneaking into insects 7.4 14.Collecting
places where 14.Studying the autographs 0
admission is stars 7.4 15.Visiting
charged 0 IS.Having a paper museums 0
12.Bumming rides 0 route 7.4 16.Camping 0
IS.Catching snakes 0 16 .Skiing 9.3 17. Riding in a
14 .Accepting a dare 0 17.Hockey 9.3 soap box 0
15. Riding a pony 2.4 18.Walking on 18 .Riding in an
16. Riding in a stilts 9.3 airplane 2.4
wagon 2.4 19 .Building a dam 9.3 19 .Looking at boats
17 .Looking at boats 20 .Collecting and boat models 2.4
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Table VI was derived from Master Chart I. The column marked Girls
in each of the three economic groups was checked to discover the twenty
activities or interests that had the lowest per cents of girls participating*
Hunting, boxing and hockey are definitely not girls' activities*
Girls are not intei*ested in soap box riding. Such spoiks as archery and
canoeing peiiiaps are not enjoyed because of economic reasons* Catching
snakes and collecting insects are not popular*
The lower economic group of girls again has the greatest number of
activities in which there is no participation by any fourth grade girl*
Activities such as the making of mud pies and throwing stones
probably are no longer fourth grade activities*
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TABLE VII
THE -nVENTY LEAST POPULAR ACTIVITIES, AS JUDGED BY STATED PARTICIPATION,
OF THE THREE ECONOMIC GROUPS














1.Arranging a bul- 1 .Quoits 6.3 1.Hunting 1.2
letin board 1.2 2.Boy Scouts 6.3 2. Riding in a
2 .Riding in an 3.Pinching little soap box 1.2
airplane 2.4 things like 3.Riding in an
3.Campfire girls 3.7 apples, candy 6.3 airplane 1.2
4 .Riding a pony 3.7 4.Riding in an 4.Quoits 1.2
5.Flying kites 4.9 airplane 7.4 5.Writing stories 1.2
6.Playing nurse 4.9 5.Chemistry 7.4 6.Mud pies 2.3
7.Collecting 6.Bumming rides 7.4 7,Girl Scouts 2.3
Insects 4.9 7.Walking on 8.Visiting flower
8.Collecting house stilts 10.5 shows, food.
pictures 4.9 8.London bridge 10.5 poultry, auto
9 .Raising rabbits 4.9 9.Mud pies 11.6 shows, etc. 2.3
10 .Mud pies 6.1 10. Raising rabbits 11.6 9, Going to the zoo 2.3
11. Rolling a hoop 6.1 11.Taking aftemocn 10 .Writing poems 2.3
12.Playing fire naps 11.6 11 .Making up
engine (hook and 12. Riding in a riddles 2.3
ladder) 6.1 soap box 12.6 12 .Making puppets 2.3
13.Soooer 7.3 13.Visiting flower 13 .Making an
14.Quo its 7.3 shows , food
,
aquarium 3.5
15. Riding in a poultry, auto 14 .Arche ry 3.5
soap box 7.3 shows, etc. 12.6 15.Canoeing 3.5
16.Hvinting 8.5 14.Catching snakes 12.6 IS.Collecting
17.Making wooden 15.Making talks 12.6 insects 3.5
things, like 16, Rolling a hoop 13.7 17 .Visiting
dog houses 8.5 17,Playing fire museums 3.5
18.Chemistry 8.5 engine (hhok 18.Collecting
19 .Jacks 9.8 and ladder) 13.7 knick knacks 4.7
20 .Playing Sunday 18, Girl Scouts 13.7 19,Collecting
School 9.8 ^9.Going to the autographs 4.7
zoo 13.7 20 .Making airplane
20 .Skiing 14,7 models 5.8
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Table VII was derived from Master Chart I. The column marked Total
in each of the three economic groups was checked to discover the twenty
activities or interests that had the lowest per cents of boys and girls
participating.
Children of the fourth grade age, as a whole, are not of the correct
age to join the Boy Scouts aid Girl Scouts, except as Cubs and Brownies.
That accounts for the lack of popularity perhaps. Riding in an airplane
is not popular probably because of economic reasons. It can be noted that
reading is not listed anywhere on the table. Such activities, as making
mud pies and playing fire engine are no longer fourth grade interests.
Quoits is obviously not a popular game and riding in a soap box does not
have much appeal, probably because the communities do not have soap box
derbies and the like.
The lower economic group has the greatest number of activities
that are not participated in by very many fourth grade boys and girls.
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TABLE VIII
THE MOST POPULAR GROUP ACTIVITIES, AS JUDGED BY STATED PARTICIPATION
OF FOURTH GRADE BOYS AND GIRLS
Group Headings
Boys Girls
% Group Headings %
1. IV. Outdoor Play 73.5 1. XVIII. After School and
2. XVIII. After School and Home Activities 78.3
Home Activities 69.9 2. IV. Outdoor Play 69 .0
3. XVI. Reading 46.3 3. V. Indoor Play 51.0
4. VII. Listening Activities 34.5 4. XVI. Reading 47.6
5. I. Sports 32.9 5. VII. Listening Activities 35.3
6. V. Indoor Play 31.5 6. I. Sports 16.6
7. XVII. Miscellaneous 18.8 7. XVII. Miscellaneous 15.6
8. XV. Social Relationships 17 .1 8. IX. Collections 14.4
9. IX. Collections 13.9 9. XIV. School 14.2
10. II. Riding 12.3 10. XV. Social Relationdups 12.9
11. X. Trips and Visits 12.0 11. VIII. Church 12.3
12. VIII. Church 11.3 12. II. Riding 11.6
13. XIV. School 10.8 13. X. Trips and Visits 11.2
14. XIII. Nature 9.0 14. XI. Creative Activities 9.1
15. XI. Creative Activities 8.3 15. XIII. Nature 6.4
16. XII. Anti-social 16. III. Hobbies 5.8
Relationships 7.4 17. VI. Community Activities 5.2
17. III. Hobbies 5.9 18. XII. Anti -social
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Table VIII was derived from Master Chart I* The total per cents of
each of the eighteen groups was found for the boys and the girls separately
and the results were listed in the order of the greatest popularity*
It can be noted that outdoor play is the most popular activity for
both boys and girls. After school and home activities are listed as the
most popular with the girls, idiether it be from choice or necessity. This
same grouping is in second place with the boys* Beading is in third place
with the boys and in fourth place with the girls. It can be mentioned that
listening activities are ri^t next in popularity to reading with both boys
and girls. It migj&t be interesting to comment on the apparent lack of inter-
est in hobbies and community activities by both boys and girls.
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TABLE IX
THE i^ST POPULAR ACTIVITY IN EACH GROUP, AS JUDGED BY STATED PARTICIPATION,






I. Sports Swimming 62.7 Swimming 58.4
II. Riding In a car 61.9 In a car 64.2
III. Hobbies Drawing 65.9 Drawing 74.6
IV. Outdoor Play Running 65.9 Running 60.6
V. Indoor Play Card games 40.5 Playing with dolls 63.3
VI. Community
Activities Cub Scouts 39.7 Brownies 32.8
VII. Listening
Activities To the radio 73.0 To the radio 70.9
VIII. Church Going to Sunday Going to Sunday
School 71.4 School 84.7
IX. Collections Stamps Movie star
Movie star pictures 26.2 pictures 22.6
X. Trips and
Visits Visiting the beach 54.0 Visiting friends 46.7
XI. Creative
Activities Painting 39.7 Painting 43.1
XII. Anti-social Teasing girls Teasing girls.
Relationships scaring and annoy- scaring and annoy-
ing 33.3 ing 28.5
XIII. Nature Hearing and Hearing and
watching birds 31 .0 watching birds 28.5
XIV. School Helping in School 23.0 Helping in School 27.7
XV. Social
Relationships Earning money 45.2 Earning money 29.9
XVI. Reading The funnies 70.6 The funnies 71.6
XVII. Miscellaneous Going to the Going to the
movies 52.4 movies 43.8
XVIII. After School
and Home
Activities Studying 59.5 Helping mother 59.9
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Table IX shows the most popular activity of each of the sixteen
groups for boys and girls separately*
It can be seen that swimming is the most popular sport for both
boys and girls? that riding in a car is participated in by both; that draw-
ing is the most popular hobby for bothj and that running is the favorite
form of outdoor play for both. Listening to the radio has the hipest per
cent of participation by boys of any activity on the list. Going to Sunday
School has the second higjhest per cent of participation by boys and reading
the funnies has the third hipest per cent.
Going to Sunday School has the hipest per cent of participation by
girls of any activity on the list. Drawing is second in popularity and
reading the funnies is third. Listening to the radio is in fourth place
with the girls*
The Master Chart of the most popular activities of fourth grade
children, as judged by stated preference in each of the economic groups.
follows
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THE TWENTY MOST POPULAR ACTIVITIES, AS JUDGED BY STATED PREFERENCE,
OF THE THREE ECONOMIC GROUPS
FOURTH GRADE BOYS
Higher Economic Average Economic Lower Economic
Backgrotind Background Background
Boys Boys Boys
Items % Items % Items %
1. Swimming 87.8 1. Swimming 87.8 1. Swimming 93.2
2* Riding a bicycle 85.4 2 . Riding a bicycle 85.4 2. Bowling 88.6
3. Reading the 3. Running 85.4 3. Listening to
funnies 85.4 4. Snowball fi^ts 82.9 the radio 86.4
4. Going to the 5. Listening to 4. Climbing trees 86.4
movies 85.4 the radio 82.9 5. Riding a
5» Listening to the 6. Reading the bicycle 84.1
radio 82.9 funnies 80.6 6. Visiting the
6. Visiting thebsadi 82.9 7. Football 78.0 beach 64.1
7. Going on picnics 82.9 8. Just playing 7. Earning money 84.1
8. Painting 80.5 catch 78.0 8. Reading the
9. Earning money 80.6 9. Earning money 78.0 funnies 84.1
10. Belonging to a 10. Riding a horse 75.6 9. Going on pic-
team 80.5 11. Railroads 75.6 nice 84.1
11 « Reading adven- 12. Playing with 10. Listening to
ture stories 80.5 animals 75.6 comedians 81.8
12. Playing with 13. Coasting with 11. Listening to
animals 78.0 sled 75.6 stories 81.8
13. Snowball fi^ts 78.0 14. Climbing trees 75.6 12 . Reading adven-
14. Card games 78.0 15. Reading jokes 75.6 ture stories 81.8
15. Going to the soo 78.0 16. Listening to 13. Watchmng men
16. Visiting friends 78.0 stories 75.6 like painters
17. Celebrating 17. Visiting his- carpenters at
holidays 78.0 torical places 75.6 work 81.8
18. Reading sea 18. Helping father 75.6 14. Hide and seek 79.5
stories 78.0 19. Fishing 73.2 16. Coasting with
19. Reading jokes 75.6 20. Baseball 73.2 sled 79.6
20 . Modeling with 16. Going to the zoo 79.5
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Table X was derived from Master Chart II* The colximn marked Boys
in each of the three economic groups was checked to discover the twenty
activities or interests that had the hipest per cent of pi^ference by the
boys*
Swimming has the hipest preference per cent for all three economic
groups* Riding a bicycle seems to be preferred by all boys in all groups*
Reading the funnies has about the same per cent in all three groups* Other
reading materials, such as adventure and sea stories, are preferred by the
higher economic group. Adventure and fairy stories are preferred by the
lower economic group* Listening to the radio is hi^ in preference for all
groups of boys* Card games are preferred by the hi^er economic group and
not by the others* Going to Sunday School is not preferred by any of the
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THE TWENTY MOST POPULAR ACTIVITIES, AS JUDGED BY STATED PREFERENCE,









Items % Items % Items %
!• Swimming 95.1 1. Swimming 98.1 1. Reading jokes 97.6
2. Reading jokes 95.1 2. Riding a bicycle96.3 2. Swimming 92.9
3. Card games 92.7 3. Visiting the 3. Jumping rope 92.9
4. Visiting the beach 96.3 4. Visiting friends 92.9
beach 92.7 4. Roller skating 94.4 5. Visiting the
5. Riding a bicycle 90.2 5. Reading the beach 90.5
6. Roller skating 90.2 funnies 94.4 6. Celebrating
7. Coasting with 6. Reading jokes 87.0 holidays 90.5
sled 90.2 7. Going on picnics 94.4 7 . Reading the
8. Going to the ax)90.2 8. Jumping rope 90.7 funnies 90.5
9. Buying presents 9 . Listening to the 8. Buying presents
for others 90.2 radio 90.7 for others 88.1
10. Reading the 10. Raising flowers 9 • Playing with
fvinnies 90.2 end plants 90.7 pet kittens 85.7
11. Going on picnics 90.2 11. Going to Sunday 10 . Listening to the
12. Hide and seek 87.8 School 90.7 radio 85.7
13. Visiting friends 87.8 12. Going to the aDo90.7 11. Listening to
14. Reading fairy IS. Taking part in music 85.7
sto ries 87.8 plays 90.7 12. Going to the zoo 85.7
15. Reading ma^zinas 85.4 14. Buying presents 13. Painting 85.7
16. Playing in sand > for others 90.7 14. Reading fairy
snow 85.4 15. Listening to stories 85.7
17. Playing with stories 88.9 15. Going on pic-
animal s 85.4 16. Reading fairy nics 85.7
18. Playing with stories 88.9 16. Riding a pony 83.3
dolls 85.4 17. Celebrating 17. Riding a
19. Celebrating holidays 88.9 bicycle 83.3
holidays 85.4 18. Tag 87.0 18. Drawing 83.3
20. Going shopping 85.4 19. Playing with 19. Going to Sunday
animals School 83.3
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Table XI was derived from Master Chart II. The coliamn marked Girls
in each of the three economic groups was checked to discover the twenty
activities or interests that had the highest per cent of preference by the
girls
•
Swimming appears to have the higjiest per cent of preference. Read-
ing jokes is an activity preferred by the hi^er economic group of girls and
the lower economic girls, having the most popular rank with the latter. Card
games are again preferred only by the girls of the higjier economic group.
Sunday School is preferred by the average and lower economic groups but not
by the hi^er economic group. Reading fairy stories and magatines are
preferred by the girls of the higher economic group in addition to reading
the funnies, which again has a high place of preference. Listening to the
radio is enjoyed only by many of the average and lower economic background
girls*
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THE TV?ENTY MOST POPULAR ACTTVITISS, AS JUDGED BY STATED PREFERENCE,
OF THE THREE ECONOMIC GROUPS








Items % Items % Items %
1. Swimming 91.5 1. Swimming 93.7 1. Swimming 93.0
2. Reading the 2. Riding a bicycle 91.6 2. Reading the
funnies 87.8 3. Reading the funnies 87.2
3. Riding a bicycle 87.8 funnies 88.4 3. Reading jokes 87.2
4. Visiting the 4. Listening to 4. Visiting the
beach 87.3 the radio 87.4 beach 87.2
5. Going on picnics 86.6 5. Reading jokes 86.3 5. Listening to
6. Going to the 6. Visiting the the radio 86.0
movies 86.6 beach 85.3 6. Visiting friends 8
6
j0
7. Card games 85.4 7. Listening to 7. Celebrating
8 . Reading jokes 85.4 stories 83.2 holidays 84.9
9. Going to the »o 84.1 8. Going on pi<nios 83.2 8. Going on
10. Visiting friends 82.9 9. Playing with picnics 84.9
11. Celebrating animals 82.1 9. Going to the
holidays 81.7 10. Caring for pets 80.0 zoo 82.6
12. Tag 80.5 11. Card games 80.0 10. Painting 82.6
13. Hide and seek 80.5 12. Just playing 11. Buying presents
14. Listening to catch 78.9 for others 82.6
the radio 80.5 13. Painting 78.9 12. Reading fairy
15. Earning money 79.3 14. Helping father 78.9 stories 82.6
16. Playing in sandj 15. Playing with 13. Going to the
snow 78.0 pet dogs 77.9 movies 82.6
17. Listening to 16. Helping in 14. Listening to
stories 78.0 school 76.3 comedians 81.4
18. Painting 78.0 17. Going to an 15. Listening to
19. Buying presents assembly 76.8 stories 81*4
for others 78.0 18. Drawing 76.8 16. Earning money 80.2
20. Listening to 19. Tag 76.3 17. Drawing 79.1
comedians 75.6 20. Coasting with 18. Hide and seek 79.1
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Table XII was derived from Master Chart II. The column marked Total
in each of the three economic groups was checked to discover the twenty
activities or interests that had the highest per cent of preference by
both boys and girls.
Swimming is obviously the preferred activity of both boys and girls.
Reading the funnies is higjti in all three economic groups. Riding a bicycle,
very high in both the higher and average economic groups is not mentioned
in the lower economic group. This is due probably to economic reasons.
Going to the movies is not popular at all in preference with the average
economic group. Reading jokes is high on the list of all three groups.
Children in the lower economic group prefer to read fairy stories. Listen-
ing to the radio, very hi^ in preference with the average economic group,
is next in rank to reading of the funnies, being closely followed by the
reading of jokes.
The preferences of the lower economic group are more numerous than
those of either of the other two groups.
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TABLE XIII
THE TWENTY LEAST POPULAR ACTIVITIES, AS JUDGED BY STATED PREFERENCE
OF THE THREE ECONOMIC GROUPS
FOURTH GRADE BOYS
,
Hi^er Economic Average Economic Lower Economic
Background Background Background
Boys Boys Boys
Items % Items % Items %
1* Playing with 1. Playing with 1. Paper dolls 6.8
dolls 2.4 dolls 2.4 2. Playing with
2* Paper dolls 7.3 2. London bridge 7.3 dolls 6.8
3* Playing nurse 7.3 3. Playing house 7.3 3. Collecting
4. Collecting dollsS.S 4. Paper dolls 9.8 dolls 9.1
5. Playing house 12.2 5. Knitting 12.2 4. Quoits 11.4
6* Mud pies 14.6 6. Hopscotch 12.2 5. Knitting 13.6
7. Playing Sunday 7. Playing nurse 12.2 6. Playing
School 14.6 8. Collecting dolls 12.2 house 13.6
8. Collecting 9. Jumping rope 14.6 7. Bumming rldss 13.6
house picturesl4»6 10. Dressing in 8. Mud pies 15.9
9. Knitting 17.1 older folks' 9. Playing
10. Playing school 17.1 clothing 17.1 nurse 15.9
11. Playing the 11. Jacks 17.1 10. Sneaking into
piano 19.5 12. Singing games 17.1 places where
12. Bumming rides 19.5 13. Mud pies 19.5 admission is
13. Dancing 19.5 14. Playing school 19.5 cha rged 20.4
14. Dressing in 15. Rolling a hoop 24.4 11. London bridge 22.7
older folks' 16. Offering to 12. Hop, skip
clothing 19.5 recite 24.4 and jump 25.0
15. Old witch 22.0 17. Dancing 24.4 13. Playing Sun-
16. Singing in a 18. Old witch 24.4 day School 25.0
choir 22.0 19. Writing stories 26.3 14. Old witch 25.0
17. Collecting 20 . Writing poems 26.8 15. Jacks 27.3
insects 22.0 16. Jumping rope 27.3
18. Collecting 17. Hop scotch 27.3
knick knacks 22.0 18. Throwing
19. Hop scotch 24.4 stones 29.5
20. Hop, skip and 19. Catching
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Table XIII was derived from I/laster Chart II. The column marked
Boys in each of the three economic groups was checked to discover the
twenty activities or interests that had the lowest per cents of preference
by the boys.
Playing with dolls, paper dolls, collecting dolls, playing nurse,
playing house, making mud pies and knitting are all activities which obvious
ly are not preferred by the boys. Simple games such as hop, skip and jump,
old witch and singing games are no longer preferred.
It can be noted that any kind of reading is not in the list of
least preferred activities.
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TABLE XIV
THE TlrtfENTY LEAST POPULAR ACTIVITIES, AS JUDGED BY STATED PREFERENCE,
OF THE THREE ECONOMIC GROUPS
FOURTH GRADE GIRLS
Hi^er Economic Average Economic Lower Economic
Background Background Background
Girls Girls Girls
Items % Items % Items %
!• Playing cowboys 7.3 !• Catching snakes 9.3 1. Making airplane
2. Catching snakes 7.3 2. Quoits 11.1 models 4.8
3. Throwing stones 9.8 3. Bumming rides 13.0 2. Hockey 7.1
4. Riding in a soap 4. Teasing girls. 3. Fighting with
box 12.2 scaring cmd others and gang 7.1
5. Making airplane annoying 13.0 4. Catching snakes 7.1
models 12.2 5. Playing around 5. Boxing 9.5
6. Soccer 12.2 the streets 6. Riding in a soap
7. Teasing girls. at ni^t 13.0 box 11.9
soaring and 6. Pinching little 7 . G"Men 11.9
annoying 12.2 things like 8. Archery 11.9
8. G-Men 14.6 apples, candy 13.0 9. Quoits 14.3
9. Playing Indians 14.6 7. Boxing 14.8 10. Throwing stones 14.3
10. Playing with 8. Hunting 16.7 11. Sneaking into
bows and arrows 14.6 9. Chemistry 16.7 places where
11. Playing fire en- 10. Listening to admission is
gine (hook and news 20.4 charged 14.3
ladder 14.6 11. Carrying out 12 . Bumming rides 14.3
12. Collecting fuel 20.4 13. Teasing girls
insects 14.6 12. Making air- scaring and
13. Bumming rides 14.6 plane models 22.2 annoying 14.3
14. Borrovdng and 13. Riding in a 14. Playing around
lending money 14.6 soap box 22.2 the streets
16. Chemistry 17.1 14. Having a paper at ni^t 14.3
16. Archery 17.1 route 22.2 15. Building a dam 16.7
17. Fitting with 15. Playing fire 16. Chemistry 19.0
others and gang 17.1 engine (hook 17. Railroads 19.0
18. Having a paper and ladder) 25.9 18. Mud pies 21.4
route 17.1 16. Watching in- 19. Wrestling 21 .4
19. Football 19.5 sects 25.9 20. Making an
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Table XIV was derived from Master Chart II. The column marked
Girls in each of the three economic groups was checked to discover the
twenty activities or interests that had tiie lowest per cents of preference
by the girls.
Catching snakes is not preferred by the girls of any of the three
groups. Making airplane models does not interest the girls of the hi^er
economic group nor the lower economic group. Fighting with others and gang
is definitely not preferred by the lower economic group of girls nor by the
hi^er economic group. Girls in the fourth grade do not prefer to play
around the streets at ni^t. Possibly this is by order rather than by
pure choice. Such activities as bumming rides, teasing girls, scaring
and annoying, playing G-^flen, playing hockey, boxing, and soccer are not
activities of fourth grade girls. Reading is not included anywdiere on the
lists.
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POPULAR ACTIVITIES, AS JUDGED BY STATED PREFERENCE
OF THE THREE ECONOMIC GROUPS
FOURTH GRADE BOYS AND GIRLS
'»
Higher Economic Average Economic Lower Economic
Background Background Background
Total Total Total
Items % Items % Items %
1. Camp fire girls 12.2 1. Boy Scouts 15.8 1. Quoits 12.8
2. Btunming rides 17.1 2. Quoits 18.9 2 . Bumming rides 14.0
3* Collecting 3. Pinching little 3. Building a
insects 18.3 things like dam 16.7
4. Throwing stones 20.7 apples, candy 18.9 4. Sneaking into
5. Mud pies 20.7 4. Girl Scouts 20.0 pieces where
6* Hockey 22.0 5. B\iinming rides 20 .0 admission is
7. Taking after- 6. Cub scouts 22.0 charged 17.4
noon naps 22.0 7. Camp fire girls 23.2 5. Mud pies 18.6
8. Borrowing and 8. Catching snakes 24.2 6. Catching
lending money 23.2 9. Brownies 25.3 snakes 18.6
9* Playing fire 10. Listening to 7. Hockey 19.8
engine (hook news 26.3 8. Fighting with
and ladder) 23.2 11. Mud pies 27.3 others and
10. Riding in a 12. Fitting with gang 19.8
soap box 24.4 others and 9. Soccer 21.4
11. Making an 27.3 10. Throwing staies22.1
aquarium 24.4 13. Boxing 28.4 11. Pinching little
12. Soccer 25.6 14. Sneaking into things like
13. Girl Scouts 25.6 places where apples, candy 24.4
14. Collecting admission is 12. Playing
house pictures 25.6 charged 28.4 Indians 26.2
16. Boy Scouts 26.8 15. Carrying out 13. Playing fire
16. Carrying out fuel 28.4 engine (hook
fuel 26.8 16. Taking after- and ladder) 26.2
17. Pinching little noon naps 30.5 14. Boxing 26.7
things like 17. Soccer 31.6 lb. Riding in a
apples, candy 28.0 18. Hunting 32.6 soap box 26.7
18. Catching snakes 28.0 19. Hockey 32.6 16. Making an
19. Polling a hoop 29.3 20. Playing fire aquarium 26.7
20. Playing nurse 29.3 engine (hook 17. Girl Scouts 27.9
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Table XV was derived from Master Chart II. The column marked Total
in each of the three economic groups was checked to discover the twenty
activities or interests that had the lowest per cents of boys and girls
combined preferring the activities.
Camp fire girls are not preferred by the hi^er or the average
economic groups as a ^ole. Fourth graders in general are not ready for
the Boy Scouts and the Girl Scouts . This explains the obvious lack of
preference. Hockey and soccer are not fourth grade sports. Taking after-
noon naps is not such a necessity any longer.
As stated before, such activities as playing nurse, playing fire
engine, making mud pies, rolling a hoop, and just throwing stones are
obviously no longer on the preferred list of fourth grade activities.
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THE TWENTY MOST POPULAR ACTIVITIES
OF FOURTH GRADE BOYS AND GIRLS, AS




THE TWENTY LEAST POPULAR ACTIVITIES
OF FOURTH GRADE BOYS AND GIRLS, AS
JUDGED BY PARTICIPATION AND COM-
PARED WITH PREFERENCE
Partici- Prefer- Partici- Prefer
pation encc pation ence
Items % % Items % %
1. Going to Sunday 1. Quoits 4.9 21.7
School 78.3 71.1 2. Bumming rides 4.9 17.1
2. Listening to the 3, Boy Scouts 5.7 28,5
radio 71.9 84.8 4. Htinting 6.1 35.7
3. Reading the 5, Pinching little
funnies 71.1 87.8 things like apples.
4. Drawing 70.4 74.9 candy 6.5 23.6
5. Riding in a car 63.1 73.4 6. Visiting flower shows
6. Swimming 60.5 92.8 food, poultry, auto
7, Studying 58.6 53.2 shows 6.5 52.5
8 . Helping mother 57.4 73.0 7. Chemistry 6.8 40.7
9. Tag 56.7 76.8 8. Mud pies 6.9 22.4
10. Listening to 9, Taking afternoon naps 6.9 27,0
stories 56,3 81,0 10, Arranging a bulletin
11. Running errands 52.5 66.5 board 7.2 59.7
12. Riding a bicycle 52.1 49.8 11. Raising rabbits 7,2 51.7
13, Going to church 12. Riding in a soap box 7.6 30.4
or synagogue 51.0 57.8 13. Sneaking into places
14. Visiting the idiere admission is
beach 49.8 86.7 charged 7.6 22.8
16. Listening to 14. Collecting insects 8.0 27.8
mystery stories 49.8 67.6 15, Making puppets 8.0 48.7
16. Putting away 16, Fighting with others
play things 48.3 57.3 and gang 8.0 25.5
17. Going to the 17. Riding a pony 8.4 76.0
movies 47.9 81,4 18. Borrowing and lending
18. Listening to money 8.7 29.7
music 47.1 65.8 19. Rolling a hoop 9.1 31.6
19. Playing with 20. Walking on stilts 9.1 48.7
animals 47.1 79,8
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Table XVI is derived from Master Charts I and II, making a comparison
between participation and preference of the twenty most popular activities
of all boys and girls, regardless of economic grouping and a comparison
betv^een participation and preference of the twenty least popular activities
of all boys and girls, regardless of economic grouping*
As can be noted, the differences between participation and preference
are not significant in the twenty most popular activities with the possible
exception of swimming, listening to stories, visiting the beach, going to
the movies, playing with animals and hide and seek*
In the list of least popular activities, the differences between
participation and preference are a little higher. Such an activity as
raising rabbits is participated in by 7*2 per cent of all boys and girls*
However, the same activity is preferred by 51.7 per cent* Economic reasons
probably cause this difference* Riding a pony can be compared in the same
way* Participation is 8*4 per cent and preference 76*0 per cent*
Reading is not included in the least popular lists anywhere.
Tables XVII - XX follow with an analysis of participation according
to sex, economic background and age. The case ntanbers are not too numerous,
because it was difficult to match the intelligence quotients so tdat they
would be twenty points apart* The chronological ages were kept as constant
as possible*
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TABLE XVII
ANALYSIS OF PARTICIPATION, ACCORDING TO SEX, ECONOMIC
'
BACKGROUND AND AGE
16 FOURTH GRADE BOYS OF HlfflER ECONOMIC BACKGROUND
Cower Intelligenoe (Quotients ffi^er Intelligence' ‘^btlVnts
'
Economic Number Economic Number
Beck- Partici- Back- Partici-
No> Sex ground C»A» M.A« I»Q« pations No> Sex ground C«A» M«A« I«Q>-pation6
10 M H 9-11 8-1 82 7 78 M H 9-11 9-2 108 24
45 M H 9- 3 8-3 89 81 6 M H 9- 0 940 109 41
42 M H 9-8 7-10 81 130 84 M H 9- 9 9-1 107 109
81 M H 8-10 8-11 99 16 46 M H 8- 7 10-3 119 71
49 M H 11- 310-9 96 59 72 M H 11- 4 9-5 120 58
55 M H 9- 3 8-7 93 137 50 M H 9- 210-5 114 17
5 M H 9- 6 7-8 81 56 74 M H 9- 7 8-9 110 75
75 M H 8-10 104 88 22 51 M H 8- 6 9-8 114 46
Ave rage C.A. 9-7 Average C «A • 9-6
Average M.A. 8-9 Average M.A. 9-7
Average number of Average nvanber of
participation# 64 participations 56
The average C.A. for the group of eight fourth grade boys of a
higher economic background with normal and below normal intelligence quotierij
is nine years, seven months (9-7) and the average M.A* for -the same group
is eigjit years, nine months (8-9) with the number of participations averag-
ing sixty four.
The average C.A. for the group of ei^t fourth grade boys of a
hig)ier economic background with normal and above nomal intelligence
quotients is nine years, six months (9-6) and the average M.A. for the
sane group is nine years, seven months (9-7) with the number of participa-
tions averaging fifty-five.
There was no significant difference in participation between the
two groups when sex, economic background and age were considered*
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ANALYSIS OF PARTICIPATION, ACCORDING TO SEX, ECONOMIC BACKGROUND AND AGE
20 FOURTH GRADE GIRLS OF HIGHER ECONCMIC BACKGROUND
Lower Intelligence Quotients Hi^er Intelligence Quotients
Economic Number Economic Ninuber
Back Partici- Back Partici-
No. Sex ground C .A. M.A. I.Q.pations No. Sex ground C.A. M.A. I.Q. pations
40 F H 9-1 7-9 85 15 38 F H 9-1 10-2 112 66
34 F H 8-X) 7-2 81 118 25 F H 8-9 9-3 106 49
57 F H 9-3 9—6 97 124 36 F H 9-6 11-3 118 17
68 F H 8-9 10-5 84 30 33 F H 8-9 10-8 122 56
21 F H 9-8 8-2 84 35 27 F H 9-6 10-4 109 25
60 F H 8—4 8-8 96 40 39 F H 8-5 9-lD 117 29
31 F H 9-0 9-4 104 56 20 F H 9-0 11-6 127 18
37 F H 9-4 9-3 99 4 19 F H 9-1 11-0 121 35
13 F H 9-8 8-3 85 21 11 F H 9-9 10-6 108 66









The average C.A. for the group of ten fourth grade girls of a higher
economic background with normal and below normal intelligence quotients is
nine years, two months (9-2) and the average M.A. for the same group is
eigjit years, nine months (8-9) with the number of participations averaging
forty-ei^t
.
The average C.A. for the group of ten fourth grade girls of a hi^er
economic background with nomal and above normal intelligence quotients is
eight years, nine months (8-9) and the average M.A. for the same group is
ten years, ei^t months (10-8) with the number of participations averaging
thirty-nine
There is no significant difference between the two groups in partici-
pation.
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ANALYSIS OF PARTICIPATION, ACCORDING TO SEX, ECONOMIC BACKGROUND AND AGE
16 FOURTH GRADE BOYS OF LOWER ECONOMIC BACKGROUND
Lower Intelligence Quotients Higjier Intelligence Q;uotients
Economic Number Economic Number
Back Partici- Back Partici-
No. Sex ground C.A. M.A. I.Q.pations No. Sex ground C.A. M.A. I.Q. pations
265 M L 9-6 7-5 78 50 196 M L 9—6 9-9 103 41
236 M L 8-9 7-8 88 53 203 M L 8-9 9-6 109 21
229 M L 9-4 8-1 87 76 253 M L 9-4 X)-4 111 36
194 M L 9-3 7-10 85 32 201 M L 9-1 9-7 106 33
234 M L 9-5 7-11 84 21 225 M L 9-8 10-3 106 26
259 M L 9-1 8-1 89 40 197 M L 9-0 9-10 109 13
195 M L 9-2 8-6 93 52 262 M L 9-6 10-11 115 66
252 M L 8-9 8-3 93 57 257 M L 8-8 10-0 115 78
Average C vA. • 8-9 Ave rage C.A. !3-2
Average M.A. 8-0 Average M.A. 10-0
Average number of Ave rage number of
participations 48 participations 39
The average C.A* for the group of ei^t fourth grade boys of a lower
economic background with normal and below normal intelligence quotients is
ei^t years, nine months (8-9) and the average M.A. for ‘the same group is
ei^t years ( 8-0 ) with the number of participations averaging forty-ei^t.
The average C 4A. for the group of ei^t fourth grade boys of a
lower economic background with normal and above normal intelligence quotiente
is nine years, two months (9-2) euad the average M.A. for the same group is
ten years (lO-O) with the number of participations averaging thirty-nine.
There, again, is no significant difference between the two groups
in participation.
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No. Sex ground C *A • M.A. I.Q. pations No. Sex ground C.A. M.A. I.Q. pations
181 F L 8-8 7-11 91 81 248 F L 8-8 10-1 116 33
188 F L 9-6 8-3 87 58 208 F L 9-6 10-6 111 6
206 F L 8-9 8-2 93 5 207 F L 8-9 10-2 116 2
220 F L 8-7 7-11 92 10 212 F L 8-7 9-9 114 19
186 F L 9-3 8-6 92 49 214 F L 9-3 11-0 119 18
180 F L 9-3 7-5 80 70 209 F L 9-3 9-4 101 89
242 F L 9-2 8-4 91 34 183 F L 8-U 9-11 111 32
190 F L 10-5 9-8 93 69 218 F L 10-8 13-8 128 41
243 F L 9-11 8-6 86 61 184 F L 9-7 10-4 108 39
185 F L 9-5 8-1 86 14 241 F L 9-9 11-4 116 59
Ave rage C *A* 9-4 Average C.A. 9-4
Average M.A* 8-3 Average M.A. 9-6
Average ninaber of Average niuaber of
pa rt ic ipations 45 participations 34
The average C »A* for the group of ten fourth grade girls of a lower
economic background with normal and below normal intelligence quotients is
nine years, four months (9-4) and the average M.A. for the same group is
ei^t years, three months (8-3) with the number of participations averaging
forty-five*
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The average C*A. for the group of ten fourth grade girls of a lower
economic background with nomal and above normal intelligence quotients is
nine years, four months (9-4) and the average M.A* for the same group is
nine years, six months (9-6) with the number of participations averaging
thirty-four.
The average chronological ages were the same for both groups* The
difference in the number of participations was greater here than in the
other economic and sex groups, being in favor of the below nomal group,
but still not large enou^ to be significant*
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SUMMARy, CONCLUSIONS, EVALUATION AND LIMITATIONS
SUMMARy
This thesis has presented one teacher’s method of discovering fourth
grade pupil interest by means of the interest inventory. The study has
divided itself into five sections* first, a discussion of the purpose and
significance of the study j second, a review of the research on children’s
interests; thard, the presentation of the interest inventory; fourth, the
data collected from it; and fifth, the summary chapter with the conclusions,
evaluation and limitations. The bibliography is classified xmder the
following headings* books, periodical literature and publications of
learned organizations.
The appendix contains the sample of Interest Inventory Number One
and the list of sources used in preparing the revised inventory. Interest
Inventory Number Two.
CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions given here are general and specific. The general
conclusions are those which come directly from the research on children’s
interests, pertinent to the study. The specific conclusions are those
idiich are drawn by the student from her study.
Gene ral Conclusions *
1. Teachers should know the interests of their pupils.
2. The method of discovering interests should not be too time-
consuming.
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3* Many of the children’s interests are of a poor quality and are
few in number because the children have no knowledge of better ones. -
4. Teachers must remember that many interests are often only
temporary. Therefore, analyses of interests of young children are not too
reliable
.
5. Each person should develop a hobby in order to enjoy his leisure
hours more fully.
6. Interest may be an indicator of possible achievement.
7. Discovering interest may have value in vocational guidance and
in giving assignments suited to individual interests.
8. The number and kind of play activities a child has may give a
picture of the child’s sociability.
9. In schools of contrasting environments, the similarities of the
play activities are more conspicuous than their differences.
10.
Environment seems to have an effect on the after school activities
of the children.
11. The types of play vary with environment.
12. Sex differences in all kinds of sports have perhaps been reduced
by the effect of environment and training.
13. There is a significant relationship between the socio-economic
rating of the home and the reading material found there.
14. Interest varies with the degree of intelligence.
1 5. Group differences in interest, considered in relation to intel-
ligence, sex, race and grade are unimportant in comparison with person to
person differences.
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16* Groups with widely varying intelligence quotients appear to
differ in the kind of play activities in which they participate but not in
the ntimber of activities. Individual differences, however, are significant.
17. Reading books are best liked by gifted boys and girls.
18. Gifted children tend to avoid certain kinds of active, physical
play.
19. The kind or amount of play in which a person will participate
cannot be predicted from a person’s intelligence. The reverse is also true.
20. Children of very superior intelligence have a greater variety
of hobbies than children of inferior intelligence.
21. A child without any hobby is very often apt to be a girl or boy
of lower than average intelligence.
22. Play activities have the shortest grade spans, very often reach-
ing their highest participation by grade four.
Specific Conclusions »
1. Outdoor play is the most popular activity for both boys and
girls in the fourth grade and running is the favorite form of outdoor play.
2. Swimming is the most popular sport for both boys and girls of
fourth grade. It shows its greatest popularity in the higher and lower
economic groups.
3. After school and home activities are most popular with the girls.
Perhaps this is because of necessity, rather than choice, as many of the
items listed are chores. The same grouping occupies second place with the
boys
.
4. Reading, as a whole, is third in popularity with the boys and
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fourth with the girls. Heading the funnies has the third hipest per cent
of participation by both boys and girls. This item is also hi^ on the
list of favored reading by both boys and girls in all three economic groups.
The reading of jokes is included in the twenty most popular activities of
the average economic group of boys. Newspapers are read by the lower
economic group of boys. Over half of the girls in the higjier economic
group read newspapers and magasines. Less than half of the girls read
newspapers in the lower economic group.
5. Listening activities are next in popularity to reading, espec-
ially listening to the radio which is the most popular activity of fourth
grade boys. The greatest per cent of participation is in the average
economic group with the lower economic group almost as high.
6. Thei^ appears to be a lack of interest in hobbies and community
activities. Drawing is the one hobby which is popular with both boys and
girls in all three economic groups. Other hobbies should be encouraged.
Not very many fourth grade boys and girls belong to such community organi-
zations as the Cubs and Brownies.
7. Going to Sunday School has the highest per cent of participation
by fourth grade girls of any activity on the list said has top ranking in
all three economic groups. It is second in popularity with fourth grade
boys in general. The greatest per cents of participation by boys are to be
found in the average and lower economic groups.
8. There does not seem to be any significant difference between the
moat popular activity of the eigjhteen group activities, participated in by
the boys of all three economic groups and the most popular activity of the
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eighteen group activities, participated in by the girls of the three
economic groups*
9. Card games are listed in the hi^er and average economic groups*
Imitation of adult forms of behavior pexiiaps accounts for this. The term
’card games' is very broad, however, and may include even card games of a
religious nature. Perhaps it was too ambiguous a term to be used, if a
distinction is required*
10* The least popular activities of fourth grade boys and girls,
regardless of economic grouping, as judged by participation are as follows*
the making of mud pies; playing fire engine; quoits; riding in a soap box;
riding in an airplane; riding a pony; throwing stones; playing nurse; col-
lecting paper dolls; knitting; playing with dolls and paper dolls; playing
school; playing Sunday School; playing house; hunting; boxing; catching
snakes; collecting insects; archery and canoeing* Probably such items as
riding in an airplane; riding a pony; the game of quoits; archery and canoe-
ing are not popular because of economic reasons and because fourth grade
children are not ready to participate in them*
11* There is no significant difference between participation and
preference in any of the activities and interests of the th’-ee economic
groups *
As for reading, boys of the hi^er economic background group
prefer adventure and sea stories, in addition to the reading of funnies*
In the lower economic group the boys prefer adventure and fairy stories*
Card games are preferred only by the boys of the hi^er economic group*
It is interesting to note that going to Sunday School is not preferred by
any boys of any group*
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Only girls of the higher economic group prefer card games.
Sunday School is preferred only hy the average and lower economic groups of
girls. Fairy stories and magazine reading are preferred by the girls of
the hi^er economic group, in addition to the reading of funnies. The read-
ing of fairy stories is also preferred by many average and lower economic
background groups of girls.
12. The differences between participation and preference of the twenljjy
least popular activities were a little higher, probably due to economic
reasons.
13. Group differences in interest with respect to intelligence,
sex, economic background and age appear to be unimportant. The differences
are significant only in person to person comparisons.
EVALUATION AND LIMITATIONS
If this study is of no other value, it has at least given the
student a better understanding of fourth grade interests and activities.
The study has furthermore impressed upon the student the fact that each
boy and girl is a separate individual, who has likes and dislikes. The
interests of many children are not as worthwhile as they migjit be and are
often very meager. Quality of interest, however, is more important in the
student's opinion, than quantity.
Two implications, then, for any school to follow are stated by
Hockett^ who said that the major duty of the school is to surround children
with the kinds of influences that lead to the development of certain
^John A. Hockett, "Children's Interests and the Educational Program,"
Children' s Interests - Elementary School Level . Twelfth Yearbook of the
California Elementary School Principals* Association, 12:4, May, 1940.
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interests rather than others and to make sure that the organisation and
operation of the school actually does foster and strengthen the kinds of
interests that the school believes in.
It is interesting to add to this statement Melbo’s^ conclusion, that
the school must focus its attention to the culture patterns of the group
as well as to the individual if it is to understand the nature and function-
ing of interests.
2Rothney stated that no satisfactory criteria have been developed
by -vdiich the selection of interest inventory items may be made. Because of
this, the student probably used too many items and yet too many of the items
could not be left out in order to have as wide a range of interests as pos-
sible. Further revision and experimentation with the interest inventory
would help.
2
It must be remembered that Witty said that there probably are
discrepemcies between the actual performance of an interest and the child’s
report of it. The student has no way of knowing this either.
1
Irving R. Melbo, ”A Review of the Literature on Children’s Interests,*
Children’ s Interests - Elementary School Level . Twelfth Yearbook of the
California Elementary School Principals’ Association, 12:22, May, 1940.
2
J. W. M. Rothney, "Interests of Public Secondary-School Boys,**
The Journal of Education
,
28 : 566, November, 1937.
3
Paul Witty, "Some Recent Research in Child Development," Childhood
Education
,
19: 399, May, 1943.
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Abt, Mendenhall and Partridge^ concluded from a survey of interests
which they conducted among the Scouts and non-Scouts of New York City that
the simple questionnaire method of measuring adolescent interests is weak.
2They continued by saying, "It is our plan to relate adolescent boy
interests to actual life situations, which boys may reasonably encounter,
by means of short, well-written paragraphs in story form, describing various
adolescent activities and relationships."
This perhaps could apply to the interest inventory presented in this
study.
2
The Research Committee of -the National Vocational Guidance Associa-
tion has asked the following question -which is thought provoking and which
the student -will not attempt to solve: "Miy not study the nature, directioUj
and power of a boy’s interests, not by asking him whether he likes or dis-
likes aviation but by determining his actual behavior when face to face with
authentic alternative oppor-tunities under controlled conditions?"
Lawrrence E. Abt, Paul Menderiall, and E. D. Partridge, "The Interests
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APPENDIX A. INTEREST INVENTC^, NUMBER ONE
CHILDREN* S INTERESTS TAKE PART IN INTEREST IN
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CHILDREN* S INTERESTS (cont.) TAKE PART IN INTEREST IN
138
At least At least
once In once
































Riding in a car
Arranging furniture
Writing poems
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CHILDREN* S INTERESTS (cont.) TAKE PART IN INTEREST IN
At least At least
once In once
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CHILDREN* S INTEfiESTS (cont.) TAKE PART IN
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INTEREST IN
At least At least
onoe In once





























Going to an assembly
Making a garden
Riding a horse




Knowing the name of
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CHILDREN* S INTERESTS (cont,) TAKE PART IN INTEREST IN
At least At least
once In once








































Making or using a wire-
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CHILDREN'S IIJTERESTS (cont«) TAKE PART IN INTEREST IN
At least At least
once In once
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CHILDRBN»S INTERESTS (cont«) TAKE PART IN INTEREST IN
At least At least
once In once





Going to Sunday Sdiocl
Skating




































Using a hammer, saw,
nails, etc. for fun
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CHILDREN* S INTERESTS (cont.) TAKE PART IN INTEREST IN
At least At least
once In once





























Walking to places like
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CHILDREN’S INTERESTS (cont.) TAKE PART IN INTEREST IN
At least At least
once In once
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